
The CyberSmart Dashboard guides your business through a
journey to become cyber secure. It starts with assessing how
you’re doing and leads you all the way through to achieving
security your customers can trust. 

But CyberSmart doesn’t just help your business take steps to
become cyber secure, it keeps it that way long into the future. 

CyberSmart monitors all your business’s devices 24/7. It checks
for the most up-to-date applications, operating systems, firewalls,
security measures and compliance with Cyber Essentials –
protecting your business against 98.5% of cybersecurity threats.

All of this is available in the CyberSmart Dashboard, which allows
you to check the status of individual employees’ devices, resolve
any security issues in-app and distribute security policies across
the entire business. 

CyberSmart can even improve understanding of cybersecurity
within your business, with engaging training modules delivered
straight to employee’s devices.

CyberSmart replaces the need for security teams, external consultants and
creates a single unified experience and a cyber aware culture in your company.

Going beyond traditional models of assurance, providing trust to the organisation
in their data, validation to external parties and the peace of mind this remains in
place.

The innovation behind CyberSmart provides a scalable and accessible solution to protect
businesses from cyber attacks by using intelligent technology to align with recognised security
standards on a continuous basis. The modern digital security team, CyberSmart takes
customers from zero to secure in a seamless way. 

THE CYBERSMART APPROACH

Business has limited
security knowledge
and tooling in place

Smart software and
device checks, that

recommend fixes for
technology in use

24/7 monitoring delivering
actionable insights to keep

the organisation secure

THE SECURITY TEAM OF THE FUTURE, TODAY

User training, cyber
policies and

procedures to create a
cyber aware culture.

THE CHALLENGE 1. PROTECT 2. ASSURE 3. MAINTAIN

CYBERSMART DASHBOARD

Comprehensive device monitoring 
Live security information on all
company devices
Step-by-step instructions on how to fix
security issues
Company policies housed in-app
Downloadable device, policy and
software reports
Ability to bulk install platform across
multiple devices

Key Features
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